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1 Introduction

Despite years of research and industrial interest to-
wards preventing them, Denial of Service (DoS) at-
tacks continue to pose a significant threat to the health
and utility of the Internet. Over the years, several
DoS defense approaches have been proposed by the re-
search community. Broadly classified, these methods
can be either reactive methods or proactive methods.
Reactive methods are usually based on anomaly detec-
tion, pattern detection or statistical methods and aim
to alleviate the effect of an attack on the victim site by
filtering out or pushing back attack traffic. Proactive
methods on the other hand aim to prevent the possibil-
ity of a DoS attack happening or enabling a victim site
to continue to provide service to legitimate users even
when it is under attack.

In recent years, proactive methods have found in-
creasing interest in the research community over re-
active methods. This is mainly due to the difficulty
in reactive methods of distinguishing legitimate traffic
from attack traffic and the poor longevity of many dis-
tinguishing mechanisms. Receiver-controlled commu-
nication methods [6, 7] have been proposed recently
as a proactive defense mechanism. This method aims
to provide an alternative to the push-based, sender-
controlled nature of unicast. The advantage of this
method is that the use of receiver-control effectively
prevents the possibility of a sender (attacker) launch-
ing attacks at a receiver (victim) site. However,
the previously proposed approaches require extensive
modifications to the Internet for their deployment.

Another example of a proactive defensive mecha-
nism is the overlay-based approach [4, 2]. This method
uses overlay routing combined with lightweight filter-
ing to reduce the probability of a successful attack on
a protected target. The advantage of overlay-based
mechanisms is that they provide an effective defense
mechanism while requiring minimal changes in the
network for their deployment. However in existing
proposals, the overlay nodes themselves are vulnerable
to attack. So, the architecture has to rely on resource
redundancy and expensive overlay routing to protect
itself from attack.

In this paper we present a snapshot of our pro-
posal for an architecture that can provide DoS resis-
tant communication services in the Internet. We aim to

build this architecture by combining the advantages of
overlay-based and receiver-control based approaches
while avoiding the disadvantages of their previous im-
plementations. Also pivotal to the design of our archi-
tecture is the observation that many of the DoS solu-
tions that have been proposed over the years (including
basic mechanisms like ingress/egress filtering) have
not motivated ISPs to deploy them in their networks.
To this end we additionally require our architecture to
be cost-effective in that it imposes minimal changes in
the network. It should also be able to provide different
levels of DoS protection services to suit the security re-
quirements of a wide spectrum of customers; e.g. Web
Servers, Content servers, FTP servers etc. These ser-
vices will be value-added in nature and can be used to
cater to the needs of a growing population of Internet
users who are sensitive to cyber-attacks and are will-
ing to pay for better protection. Deployment of these
services can provide customers with a cost-effective
method to alleviate their losses due to DoS attacks.
This gives them an incentive to utilize the FONet ser-
vices and thus an added financial incentive to ISPs to
deploy FONet nodes in their networks.

2 Architecture

Our architecture (Fig 1) consists of overlay nodes
(called FONet nodes) individually deployed by ISPs
in their domains. FONet nodes communicate with
each other using a new network layer protocol, p2cast,
which provides DoS resistant channels between them.
Management of individual overlay nodes is federated
to the ISPs deploying them while the network as a
whole is shared between all deploying domains.

Within a domain there are two types of FONet
nodes: (1) Access FONet nodes which authenticate
users of protected servers and forward user data to a
local Routing FONet, and (2) Routing FONet nodes
which receive data from its local Access FONet nodes
or neighboring Routing FONet nodes and forward the
data towards the destination.

P2Cast which is used to communicate between
FONet nodes uses an address range (232.254/16) that
is different from the unicast address range. This
makes it extremely easy to distinguish unicast traf-
fic from p2cast traffic. FONet nodes receive data
from outside their domains only from their FONet



neighbors via p2cast. Unwanted unicast traffic from
outside the domain towards these nodes can be fil-
tered out completely. This effectively prevents an at-
tacker from launching remote flooding attacks towards
FONet nodes. This highlights a unique feature of
the architecture in that it uses DoS protected over-
lay nodes which communicate with each other using
DoS resistant tunnels. Thus, unlike previous overlay-
based approaches, FONet aims to individually protect
overlay nodes from DoS attacks. The advantages of
this approach are that resource redundancy can be re-
duced compared to previous methods; expensive over-
lay routing becomes unnecessary; and the architecture
by itself becomes much more secure.

FONet provides DoS resistance through receiver-
control to protected servers. It achieves this by restrict-
ing access through the overlay to the server only to
users with the proper credentials. The credentials used
depends on the type of service (see section 2.2) being
provided by FONet. It can be either a simple proof
that the user is human (using Graphical Turing Tests
(GTT)); or an authentication cookie installed in an au-
thorized user’s machine by the server; or a high-level
username/passsword combination. These authentica-
tion mechanisms are stateless at the FONet nodes mak-
ing the architecture easily scalable to a large number of
users. Finally, the use of overlays makes the changes
required in the network for its deployment minimal.
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(1) Initial authentication
(2) Forward to Routing FONet
(3) Forward to next-hop Routing FONet
(4) Forward to Access FONet
(5) Forward to protected server
(6) Attacker denied access 
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Figure 1. High level architecture and operation.

2.1 P2Cast

In FONet, overlay nodes securely communicate
with each other using a novel network layer primi-
tive, p2cast [5] which has been designed to provide a
receiver-controlled communication model. Architec-
turally, p2cast is similar to PIM-SSM [3] in that (i) the
receiver uses an (S,G) channel to communicate with
the sender, (ii) channel creation is initiated by the re-
ceiver and the sender cannot send until the channel has
been created, and (iii) reverse path forwarding (RPF)
is used at routers in the channel path to prevent sender

spoofing. Unlike PIM-SSM, we have designed p2cast
to provide a one-to-one communication model. The
receiver joins the (S,G) channel in a manner similar
to PIM-SSM but modifications are made in the join
procedure to ensure that there is only one receiver per
(S,G) channel. MPLS or IPSec based VPNs’ could
possibly be used as an alternative to p2cast; but their
cost and implications to the FONet architecture require
further investigation.

2.2 Secure Services Provided

Recognizing that different customers have different
security needs, we aim to utilize the FONet architec-
ture to provide a number of different protection ser-
vices to suit customer requirements: (i) Strict Pro-
tection Service (SPS) offers the highest level of pro-
tection in which protected servers communicate with
users via FONet only. Undesired unicast traffic can be
completely dropped without affecting legitimate users’
traffic. (ii) Partial Protection Service (PPS) is aimed
towards more open servers (like E*TRADE.com) and
allows for communication via FONet for privileged
(paying) users and unicast for normal (non-paying)
users. Privileged users receive secure, DoS resistant,
higher bandwidth communication via FONet. Nor-
mal users have to use unicast (which is rate-limited in
preference to FONet traffic) and hence receive none
of the FONet benefits. (iii) Basic Protection Ser-
vice (BPS) is aimed towards open-access servers (like
Google.com) and employs GTTs’ at the Access FONet
nodes. Attackers (zombies) will be filtered out at the
access points while legitimate (human) users can con-
tinue to receive service.

3 Final Discussion
We have discussed an architecture that can provide

proactive, cost-effective protection services to inter-
ested sites against DoS attacks. Currently, we are
working towards evaluating FONet to further under-
stand its performance and characteristics. For further
information, please visit [1].
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